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KUALA LUMPUR The Government has been urged to crafck
down on troublemakers planning the July 9 illegal rally
including detaining them under the Internal Security Act
ISA Non Governmental Organisations NGO and acade
micians believe that firm and tough action is needed as police
have received about 2 000 reports from all levels of society
objecting to the rally
They said the police reports lodged by various parties
show that they are concerned for safety and public order in
the country International Islamic University Malaysia
HUM law lecturer Dr Sham Rahayu Abdul Aziz said no
party can guarantee safety and security if the rally of over
500 000 people takes place
If some of the hundreds of thousands of people create
trouble and extreme provocation like throwing stones there
will certainly be chaos
Dr Sham Rahayu asked authorities to consider invoking
the ISA as it is deemed necessary preventive measure before
the damage is done Universiti Utara Malaysia UUM
Political and International Studies lecturer Md Shukri Shuib
said ISA is the best option to prevent the rally seen to have
subversive elements
The Home Ministry roust be wary of the organisers who are
hiding behind slogans to clean up the Election Commission
but the reality is that their action will raise tension
The organisers must realise that not only the ruling party
is against the rally but also Hindraf splinter Makkal Sakhti
independent consensus in Parliament and KITA led by Datuk
Zaid Ibrahim a former PKR leader
The 2 000 police reports prove that majority of the people
are against the rally It is no longer a question between the
government and the opposition he said Shukri said the will
ingness of the military to assist police if requested should be
seen as a high probability for an emergency situation
On June 18 Armed Forces Chief Gen Tan Sri Zulkifeli
Mohd Zin said it is ready to deploy troops to control public
order at the rally
He said it is better to use ISA before damage occurs
because ATM s willingness to intervene shows there is ten
dency towards implementation of the Emergency Public
Order and Prevention of Crime Ordinance 1969
Universiti Teknologi Malaysia UTM Visiting Professor
Salleh Buang said although the rally organisers claim it will
be ruly mob behaviour will surely be triggered
He said the probability of chaos breaking out during the
rally is high
Prevention is better than cure The ISA should be used
with care because certain quarters will manipulate that
Malaysia is undemocratic and prevent freedom of speech he
added Chairman of Malaysian Malay Consultative Council
Prof Datuk Dr Kamarudin Kachar said the illegal rally will
destroy the country
We don t want this to happen just because of one stubborn
person Immediate action must be taken before it spread to
millions of people
Dr Kamarudin who is also Malay Professional Thinkers
Malaysia President said the rally should be prevented as
there are elements of a power grab and revival of commu
nism
Parti Keadilan Rakyat PKR Youth chief Shamsul
Iskandar told a crowd at PKR headquarters in Petaling Jaya
on Monday that the people can bring down the Government
through election or street protest His speech was broadcast
by TV3 s Bulletin Utama on the same day and uploaded on
YouTube
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